Analysis of protein structures and interactions in complex food by near-infrared spectroscopy. 1. Gluten powder.
The potential of near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy in detailed food analysis was tested in a model system consisting of gluten powder treated with moisture and heat. Second-derivative transformation and extended multiplicative signal correction were applied for improving the band resolution and removing physical and quantitative spectral variations. Subsequent chemometric analyses gave loading spectra, which were interpreted as spectral effects of altered protein structures, induced by the treatments. Moistening of the gluten powder resulted in shifts and intensity changes in the protein bands, which could be explained by a combination of minor secondary structure changes, water binding, and changed microenvironments of the amino acid side chains. Heat denaturation induced increases at 2209 nm and decreases at 2167-2182 nm, indicating an alpha-helix to beta-sheet transformation, in agreement with the expectations.